
location

location_key

city_key
street

clty

or

city_key

provrnce_
country

Example of Snowflake Schema for AllElectronics sales

branch_key
branch_name

branch_type

Contd..

Sales Fact Table

normalized

location_key..

branch key

81301701,6

Contd..
. Fact Gonstellation Schema:

. This schema is useful
sophisticated applications.

for

. This schema requires '6multiple fact
tables" to share dimension tables.

. This kind of schema can be viewed
as a collection of stars , and hence
is called a "Galaxy schemat' OR t'
Fact Constellation" .

time
item

supplieritem*key
item name

brand

type

time*key
day
day*ouhe*rveek
month
quarter

branch

units sold

Measures

time key

t4



: USer

5: spell

1: Enter details to
Database

I

Start new game

FIG 4.3 SEQUENCE DIAGRAM

User lnterface

save game

l2: Get stored inpuVoutput files

6: Enter community

7: Gets File data

help window

9: display inventory

l0: Stores to output file

13: checks data

4: switch weapon

3: Play game

4: Check Details
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shipper_key
shipper_nantc
location_key

Example of Fact Constellation schema of a DW for Sales

and shiPPing Contd..

branch

branch_key
branch_name
branch_type

branch_key

location_key

shipper_key

to location
location

location_key
street

cit1,'

prov ince_or_street
country

Shipping Fact'lable

Sales Fact Table

L,.,

81301201,6

Fact Table
. The numeric measures stores in the "Fact

Table" fall into three categories.
. The most flexible and useful facts are

1, Fully additive measures: can be
summed across any of the dimensions associated
with the fact table.

Ex:l Fully additive measure is sales (purchases from a

store).
You can add hourly sales to get the sales for a day,

W h, quarter, or year.

d sales across stores or regions.
This table used to record sales amount
of a shop bY date , Product, store

d

15
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4.1.4 INTERACTION DIAGRAM

4.T.4.1 SEQUENCE DIAGRAMS

The purposes of interaction diagram can be describes as:

. To capture dynamic behavior ofa system.

. To describe the message flow in the system.

. To describe structural organization ofthe objects.

. To describe interaction among objects.

Sequence diagram emphasizes on time sequence ofmessages and they are used to

model flow ofcontrol by time sequence.

JJ



Cu rrent_ba la nce

Gontd... 2. Semi-additive measure:

- Can be summed across some dimensions, but not
all.

Ex: "balance amount" are common semi-additive
facts because they are additive across all dimensions
except time.

3.Non-Additive measure!
These measures can't be summed up for any of the

dimensions present in the fact table.
Profit_margin is a non-additive
measure, it does not make any sense

to add them up for the day level

Fact Ta e

EX:

Bl30l2ot6

A\

Ar

Dimension Table Gharacteristics

. lt stores attributes of an entity as columns.

. !t has a primary key column that uniquely
identifies each dimension record (row).

. lt is referenced by a fact table using primary

key.

. When creating a dimension table in a data

warehouse, a system-generated key is used to
uniquely identify a row in the dimension. This

key is also known as a surrogate key.

16
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USE CASE DIAGRAM

user

FIG 4.2 USE CASE DIAGRAM
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Pick up lEm

SrYitch
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The surrogate key is used as the primary key in

the dimension table.

The surrogate key is placed in the fact table

and a foreign key is defined between the two
ta bles

Gontd..

81301201,6

Multidimensional Data Model
. ln the multidlmenslonal model, data are organized

into multiple dimensions, and each dimension

contains multiple levels of abstraction defined by

"concept h ierarchies".

. This organization provides users with the flexibility

to view data from dlfferent perspectives.

. OLAP provides a user-friendly environment for
interactive data analYsis.

. OLAP operations applied on AllElectronics sales DW

pera ons ln

7l



4.1.3 USE CASE DIAGRAM

Usecase diagram captures the dynamic behaviour ofthe system, that is, it is used to

capture the lunctionality of the system. Use case diagrams are used to gather the

requirements of a system including intemal and extemal influences. These

requirements are mostly design requirements. So when a system is analyzed to gather

its functionalities use cases are prepared and actors are identified..

Use case diagrams are considered for high level requirement analysis of a system. So

when the requirements of a system are analyzed the functionalities are captured in use

cases. So we can say that uses cases are nothing but the system functionalities written

in an organized manner. Now the second things which are relevant to the use cases are

the actors. Actors can be defined as something that interacts with the system.The

actors can be human user, some intemal applications or may be some external

applications. So in a brief when *e are planning to draw an use case diagram we

should have the following items identified.

Functionalities to be represented as an use case

Actors

Relationships among the use cases and actors.

Use case diagrams are drawn to capture the functional requirements of a system. Use

case diagrams specify the events ofa system and their flows. But use case diagram

never describes how they are implemented. Use case diagram can be imagined as a

black box where only the input, output and the function ofthe black box is known.

These diagrams are used at a very high level ofdesign. Then this high level design is

refined again and again to get a complete and practical picture ofthe system.

3l



Gontd..

. Following are the some possible OLAP

operations applied on Multidimensional data

model.
)Roll-up (Drill-Up)

) Drill-down (Roll-Down)

)Slice
)Dice
)Pivot (Rotate)

. Following figure demonstrates OLAP operations

A

A

,i

A

,-r

.r

Ar

8l30l2016

Gontd,.

. Following are the some possible OLAP

operations applied on Multidimensional data

model.
)Roll-up (Drill-Up)

) Drill-down (Rol l-Down)

)Slice
)Dice

. )Pivot (Rotate)

. Following figure demonstrates OLAP operations

18
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CLASS DIAGRAM

FIG 4.1 CLASS DIAGRAM
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Contd..
Roll-up (Drill-Up):

The roll-up operation performs aggregation on a data cube, either by

ctimbing 'up 'o conce$t hierorchi for a dimension or by dimension
reduction.
This hierarchy was defined as the totalorder "street
< city < province or stdte < country." The roll-up operotion shown

oqgi'rgotrt the data by ascendingthe iocation hierorchy from the level of
city to the level of countrY.

Drill-down (Roll-Down):
. Drill-down is the reverse of roll-up.

- lt navigates from less detailed data to more detailed data'

Result of a drill-down operation performed on the central cube by

stepping down a concept hierarchy for time defined as "day < month <

quorter < yeor." .

Drilt-down Occurs time hierorchy from the level of quarter to the more
detailed level of month.
The resulting dato cube detoils the totol sales per month rdther thdn
summarizing them bY quarter.

19
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can be mapped directly with object oriented languages. The class diagram shows a

collection of classes, interfaces, associations, collaborations and constraints. It is also

known as a structural diagram.

The purpose ofthe class diagram can be summarized as:

. Analysis and design of the static view of an application.

. Describe responsibilities of a system.

. Base for component and deployment diagrams.

. Forward and reverse engineering.

. Describing the static view of the system.

. Showing the collaboration among the elements of the static view.

. Describing the functionalities performed by the system.

. Construction of software applications using object oriented languages.

Hence a class diagram is used to :

29



. Slice:

. The slice operotion performs o selection on one

dimension oi the given'cube, resulting in a subcube'
. Sales data are selected from the central cube for the
. dir.ntion time using the criterion time = "Q7"'
. Dice:
. The dice operation defines o subcube by performing o

selection on two or more dimensions. Figure 3'10
shows a dice operation on the central cube based on

if," following selection criteria that involve three
dimensions:
(location = "Toronto" or "Voncouver") ond (.time = "Q7"
bi "Qz") and (item ="home entertoinment" or
"computer").

Contd..

sBol2aL6

.-!

-\

.-\

.-\

. Pivot:

. Pivot (atso called rotote) is a visualizotion

operotion that rotates the dato axes in view in

order to provide an alternative presentation of

the data.

. Figure 3.10 shows a pivot operation where the

item and locotion axes in o 2-D slice ore

rotated

Contd..
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Applications of UML:

used effectively for such domain as

F Medical Electronics

A Conceptual Model of the UML Model:

Model is a blue simplification of reality. A model provides the blue prints of a

system. We build models so that we can better understand the system we are

developing. We build models of complex systems because we cannot comprehend

such a system in its entirety.

Modeling helps us to visualize a system as it is or as we want it to be. They give

us a template that guides us in constructing system and documents the decisions we

have made.

4.I.2 CLASS DIAGRAM

The class diagram is a static diagram. It represents the static view of an application.

Class diagram is not only used for visualizing, describing and documenting different

aspects of a system but also for constructing executable code of the software

application. The class diagram describes the attributes and operations of a class and

also the constraints imposed on the system. The class diagrams are widely used in the

modelling of object oriented systems because they are the only UML diagrams which

28



OLAP Server Architecture
. DW server for OLAP processing implemented

in three ways

t. ROLAP(Relational OLAP) server

2. MOLAP(Multidimensional OLAP)server

3. HOLAP (HYbrid OLAP) server

ROLAP:

- These are the intermediate servers that stand in

between a "relational back-end server" and

"client front-end tools".

a

8l30/2016

Contd..
. ROLAP uses an "extended-relationalDBMS" to

store and manage warehouse data.

. ROLAP servers include

' Optimization for each DBMS back end

' lmplementation of aggregation navigation logic

. Additionaltools & services.

. ROLAP technology tends to have "greater

scalability" than MOLAP technology.

2t
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CHAPTER 4

4.SYSTEM DESIGN
System design is transition from a user oriented document to programmers or data

base personnel. The design is a solution, how to approach to the creation of a new

system. This is composed of several steps. It provides the understanding and

. procedural details necessary for implementing the system recommended in the

feasibility study. Designing goes through logical and physical stages of development,

logical design reviews the present physical system, prepare input and output

specification, details of implementation plan and prepare a logical design

walkthrough.

4.1 UML DIAGRAMS

4.1.I INTRODUCTION

UML is the language used in the information technology industries versions of

blue print. It is a method for describing the system architecture in details using this

blue print. It becomes much easier to build or maintain a system and to ensure that the

system we hold up to requirement changes.

Definition:

UML is general purpose visual modeling language that is used to

. Specify

o Visualize

r Construct

r Document

The artifacts of the software system.

Reasons to model:

and reuse.

27



Contd..
MOLAP:

- MOLAP Servers support "multidimensional views of data" through
" orray-hased multidimensionol storage engines".

- MOLAP map m ultidimensional views directly to "data cube array
structures".

- The advantage of using a data cube is that it allows fast indexing
to pre-computed summarized data.

Note:
- With multidimensionaldata stores, the storage utilization may be

low if the data set is sparse.

- In such cases, "sparse matrix compression techniques " should be

exp lo red.

- MOLAP servers adopt a two{evel storage representation to
handle dense and sparse data sets.

- Denser subcubes are identified and stored as array structures,
whereas

- Sparse subcubes employ compression technology for efficient
storage utilization.

8/3017016

Contd..
. HOLAP:

. The hybrid OLAP approach combines ROLAP and

MOLAP technology, benefiting from the greater

scalability of ROLAP and the faster computation
Of MOLAP.

. HOLAP server may allow large volumes of detail

data to be stored in a relational database, while

aggregations are kept in a separate MOLAP

store.
. The Microsoft SQL Server 2000 supports a

hybrid OLAP server (HOLAP).
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'/ Refreshing data and server push: HTML pages may poll data from a seryer

for up-to-date data such as scores, stock quotes, weather, or application-

specifie data. A client may use AJAX techniques to get a set of current data

without reloading a full page. Polling is not the most efficient means of

ensuring that data on a page is the most current. Emerging techniques such as

Comet are being developed to provide true server-side push over HTTP by

keeping a persistent connection between the client and server.

,/ Partial submit: An HTML page can submit form data as needed without

requiring a full page refresh.

/ Mashups: An HTML page can obtain data using a server-side proxy or by

including an external script to mix external data with your application's or your

service's data. For example, you can mix content or data from a third-party

application such as Google Maps with your own application.

./ Page as an application: AJAX techniques can be made to create single-page

applications that look and feel much like a desktop application. See the article

on the use of AJAX and port lets for more on how you can use port let

applications today.

Though not all-inclusive, this list shows that AJAX interactions allow web

applications to do much more than they have done in the past.
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